
It is time to stop singing and start swing! 
MIX IT UP 

The last thing we need is individual thinking– we what you believing. 
Don’t Mess or Mix with Domestic Tranquility  

Or perhaps, 
In order for a democratic society to exist, a society must encourage and support efficacy 

in the citizens.  
This is an exercise in how well you understand the concept of efficacy as it relates to the 
Individual in a democratic society. Does Efficacy (internal / external) really exist? Are 

you an American? Do you have that “Grand Common Stock”? 
(Be creative) 

The forces of affluence, fashion, comfort, modesty, and civility were, 
Whitman feared, breeding "inertness and fossilism" in his 
countrymen and countrywomen. He embraced, as countermeasures, 
spirit and vivacity in every form, no matter how vulgar…. But the 
throes of birth are upon us. 
  What Whitman Knew -BY DAVID BROOKS 

Directions: 
1. You have been given a cake mix.  You are to make the cake. 
2. You cannot use directions to make this cake. Think outside the box 
3. You can use any ingredients or methods to produce your cake as long as it is 

edible and legal. Question the process, the perceptions, and your perspective 
of a cake.  Be creative that is where the magic is  

4. Write down the step.  Record all though in make your cake: 
A.  The process you took and question in making the cake. Include a 

recipe. 
B.  Your perception of what a cake is and your questioning of those 

perceptions. 
C. Your perspective of a cake and the questioning of that perspective.  
D. Any internal or external interference (be alert to any internal or 

external involvement) 
E. The risk you take or refuse to take.   
F. Provide a pictorial account of the event (5 –10) 

5. Give your cake a name 
6. Clean up any mess you make in any room you make it  
7.  Bring your cake on Tuesday 

Remember in order for innovation / change / enfranchisement / and freedom to take place 
one must constantly question of assumptions regarding the Process, perception and 
perspective.  One must think.  I send you to the gymnasium. You are a Freedoms Athlete.  
Good Luck / Have Fun / Be Generous / Keep Smiling 
 
Be Generous 
Keep Smiling  

 

 

 

 


	Be Generous

